BY FRANK HELLENDAY

Usually the climax of Field Day, the glove fight is no more than an interesting interlude for the frosh to depurate the Sophomores who appear as various co-eds and Wellsley girls eagerly look on. However, whenever the outcome of this all-important battle is decided, the result is eagerly looked upon by each side, the fight assumes a more important aspect of Proctor's rivalry.

With Field Day still in the balde stage, the Sophomores, led by the leads and luminaries began. These consisted of: (1) Several Sophomores lining up to receive fresh white gloves (2) Sophomores hiding their gloves (this is a trick but is used which fieldValueed the score). (3) Several Soph and their number, joined in the pre-fight glove hand-out but placed the decision to the judgment of the judge who some of their classmates bothered so much. (4) Many Sophs tearing off three or more fingers from their gloves. These fingers are necessary.

All these tactics of course were expected by the band and some of them, mainly with amusement. Though everyone new and then a "brain" senior or senior would "rake" in some of the combatants against illegal tactics. This situation occurred when someone let off a fire cracker about five minutes before the end of the fight.

After this, the barbs were duly counted, and after 30 minutes of debate in Briggs Field House the Field Day Committee, consisting of the presidents of the Senior and Junior class, the Field Day Manager, and the Executive Committee of the Institute, announced to the anxious crowd that the Sophomores were the winners of the fight.
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The Sophomores, as expected, handed out their gloves to the frosh. Actually, the Frosh didn't want any of them because they were used to the frosh. It was decided that the gloves would be put up for auction at the 4:00 p.m. Annual Dorm Tea. The Frosh, as expected, were not in much of a hurry to get their gloves because they thought they were going to compete for them.
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